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Not Your Same Old Madr id: The Changing Face of the C apital, 1979-1986 As the three preceding chapters illustrate, the local and regional administrations of Madrid undertook an ambitious project to broadly transform the capital between 1979 and 1986 and create a new democratic sense of place based on a shared commitment to Madrid. But did the project really produce a change in individual and collective habits as it was designed to do? Or was it a program that remained mostly in the imaginations of Madrid's political elite? In other words, how successful was the project to change the actual attitudes and behaviors of all madrileños after the experience of the dictatorship? To address this issue, this chapter provides answers to such fundamental questions as: To what degree were residents of Madrid culturally mobilized? Did the movida madrileña make up a signifi cant part of the cultural identity of most residents? Were the democratic values of active participation and peaceful coexistence absorbed by most madrileños, regardless of age, class, or political affi liation? And, was there a signifi cant level of regional identifi cation in the capital? While Madrid clearly did not become the utopian community that Tierno Galván and the other local political elite had hoped for, there is evidence to suggest that the goal of changing society's underlying valueswith the hope of solidifying the transition to democracy and bringing greater peace, liberty, and equality to the capital-was at least partially achieved.
Using evidence from both the press and from sociological surveys, this chapter demonstrates that between 1979 and 1986 Madrid really did transform in a way that supports the claim for the formation of a new democratic regional identity. It does this by describing some of the ways the behaviors and attitudes of madrileños actually changed during this period. Specifi cally, the chapter details the changes related to four different aspects of the offi cial project to create an inclusive democratic identity in the capital. The fi rst section shows an increase in the level of cultural mobilization in Madrid, and also how that cultural activity was shaped by the assimilation of the movida madrileña. The second section describes the development of a new feeling of democratic coexistence in the capital and the degree to which ordinary residents of Madrid felt included in the offi cial project to transform the capital. The third section illustrates the growing feeling of pride felt by madrileños for the place in which they lived over the fi rst half of the 1980s. The fourth section then explores the development of a new regional sense of place in Madrid within the context of preexisting neighborhood and national identifi cations. While no project designed to create a new imagined community turns out exactly the way it was envisioned, the program conceived and implemented by the local and regional administrations did help produce a significant transformation in Madrid between 1979 and 1986. 1 As they adopted new ways of thinking and behaving, madrileños transformed from passive subjects of the dictatorship to active democratic citizens that identifi ed with each other and with Madrid in a new and positive way.
I. Increased Cultural Mobilization
While Madrid may not have turned into the true "cultural capital of the world" by the mid-1980s, as some had a tendency to claim, there are several indications that the level of cultural mobilization in the capital signifi cantly increased between 1979 and 1986. Most obviously, Madrid's formerly silent and empty streets became completely transformed by Tierno Galván's death in January 1986. Literally hundreds of thousands of madrileños actively participated in a variety of cultural activities on a daily basis: attending concerts, expositions, album releases, public festivals, and jamming Madrid's streets at all hours of the day and night. Due in large part to this activity, Madrid passed from being a place marginalized from world cultural currents during the Franco regime to one of the centers of those currents in the mid-1980s.
As early as 1983, the combination of infrastructure improvements and new cultural initiatives created a kind of self-perpetuating cultural effervescence in the capital. According to the writer and journalist Luis Carandell, there was so much going on that journalists covering the capital's cultural scene had to "go out to two acts per day, at least: presentations of new books, of new magazines, of musical groups."
2 And, at the end of 1983, two French publications, Liberation and Actuel, both proclaimed that Madrid was one of the most entertaining and creative cities anywhere.
3 In other words, Madrid had become the new place to be, increasingly attracting artists and musicians from around the world.
The enthusiasm for cultural activity was so great that the capital became one of the most important centers of art expositions in the world, even rivaling Paris and New York for a while. The art critic Rosa Olivares later described the situation in the mid-1980s: "In Madrid one could see better and more expositions than in Paris, London, and even New York. The result
